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EDITORIAL
Dear readers,
We are pleased that you picked up our company magazine.
We are in a transition period that affects not just us but the entire automation industry. There is an increasing need for comprehensive concepts
during these times of industry 4.0 and smart factories. Our customers
want support ranging from the project planning to long-term service. As
a corporate group that can cover all competencies relating to drives and
automation, we can grow closer together in this process. Hardware and
software solutions for integrated industry lead to networked plants and
machines. The availability and productivity of machines may be maximized with web-based service concepts.
This magazine informs you about the different sectors the Baumüller
Group serves. Enjoy articles on technology solutions, news about components, service topics and much more.
We hope you enjoy reading the magazine!
Andreas Baumüller
Managing Partner of the Baumüller Group
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GOOD DESIGN IS
EASY TO USE
Does design even play a role in industrial user
interfaces? Isn’t it enough to have all of the
necessary input fields in place? After all, design
is just a decorative accessory, the finishing
touch, the icing on the cake. Not exactly, says
Benjamin Weggel, programmer of user interfaces
at Baumüller.
ProMotion: Mr. Weggel, what about design, is this
just a secondary issue or actually a key topic in the
programming of user interfaces?
Weggel: Design is the absolute foundation for a
user-friendly interface. This already starts with asking
yourself a few important questions when the design
is conceived: For whom am I designing? What is my
goal? What is the user’s goal? Which structure is most
expedient? I first have to answer these questions for
myself before I can approach the design.
ProMotion: But don’t you develop a concept for the
programming anyway?
Weggel: Of course a structure is already considered
during the purely technical analysis. But when it comes to developing the design, I automatically rethink
and optimize my structure on the side. Because something that looks harmonious, namely clean and organized, is what we usually perceive to be beautiful.

Because something that looks harmonious,
namely clean and organized, is what we
usually perceive to be beautiful.
ProMotion: Does it help you to put yourself into the
roles of the users?
Weggel: Actually it doesn’t just help, it’s absolutely
necessary. We want the user to feel as comfortable as possible during the operations. This means that
we can’t integrate any mean paths or complicated
processes. All users, whether they are machine manufacturers, programmers or machine operators,
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should be guided through their tasks without delays
or unnecessary stress. And that isn’t so easy, because
the various users bring along many different kinds of
basic knowledge and have a wide range of expectations. What is important here is not just placing myself into the role of the end user, but also the collaboration with the actual machine manufacturer. The
manufacturer integrates itself into the project with its
experiences, know-how and requirements.
ProMotion: Do you get inspired by other software
when you program?
Weggel: We use so many apps and programs every
day, you almost can’t let yourself get inspired. I try
to include as many symbols as possible that the user
already knows. This means the operator can recognize
a familiar language at the machine and can operate
it intuitively and respond quickly. This doesn’t just
make the work easier for me; the user also feels right
at home with the visualization.
ProMotion: Which other aspects do you consider during the programming?
Weggel: I work with as few details as possible; they
are often just confusing and can even lead to misunderstandings. This applies to the color scheme, for
example. I stay in a harmonious color range. Actually
the guiding principle is always: “Keep it simple.”

Benjamin Weggel values an organized structure and appealing
design when he programs user interfaces.
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EASILY GETTING FROM A TO B
The gripper gently picks up the yoghurt cup to drop it off accurately in the empty position next
to its colleagues.
Almost every production requires handling – in this case it involves yoghurt cups, other times
bottles or plastic parts from an injection molding machine. But the principle is always the same.
The complete package from Baumüller makes possible to quickly integrate and easily operate a
3-axis handling system.
A 3-axis robot is the perfect helper
in front of and behind production
machines. It passes raw components along for further processing
or stacks finished components for
transport. That’s why this principle is used in innumerable industry
sectors and machine builders as
well a operators demand an easy
and reliable solution.
With its complete package for
handling systems, Baumüller’s
goal is to develop an easily usable
and retrofittable solution that is
suitable for all kinds of production machines. The entire system
functions as in a modular kit. The
The software of the handling system
consitst entirely of software modules of
the Baumüller software libraries.
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machine manufacturer receives a
complete package that consists of:
motors, converters, control hardware, software and visualization.
The great benefit: its simplicity!
In its start-up as well as during
the operation. The system offers
intuitive operation, automatic
check-ups and a helpful assistant
function.

Solutions

INTUITIVELY OPERATED
Even while they created the visualization, the developers focused
on simplicity from the start – and
this for all user groups, from the
programmer to the machine operator. “We put ourselves into the
roles of the various users,” says
the developer Frank Kästner.
“We know from experience that
the technical employees are not
the only ones who have to understand our visualization. In some
cases, machine operators don’t
have technical training and have
to be satisfied with just a small
introduction.”
The
Baumüller
operators therefore took the word
visualization literally and visually depicted the control paths in
a clear and optically appealing
design. And because everything
has to work globally too these days, users can also monitor
the machine on their tablets or
smartphones.

All axes can proceed freely and
individual movements can be
linked. This enables continuous
motion sequences without jolts,
which permit high speeds and at
the same time won’t wear on the
mechanics due to the reduction of
negative influences such as vibrations. Thanks to the free programming in the space, the optimal
paths can also be driven without
delays or detours.
The user can find frequently used
actions in the toolbox, which can
then be accessed directly. There
are also templates that simplify
the introduction to the parameterization, especially in the beginning. The user can have a watchdog observe the individual steps
so that the step sequence immediately stops in case of error and
an error message is displayed.
The system then verifies the consistency of the input data with an
automatic check-up.

OPTIMAL PATHS
The input of the operating paths
and determination of tolerance
and restricted areas was very easy
with the clear visualization.
The multi-lingual user interface
lets the user create individual series of steps in order to specify the
removal position, the path, and
the stacking position.

To avoid accidents, special software modules provide collision
protection to prevent the grip arm
from moving into the restricted
area.

dimensions of the pallets have to
be entered. Then the system calculates the remaining stacking positions on its own. Even diagonally standing pallets can be loaded
flawlessly and without great effort.
Only the angle has to be specified,
then the system adapts the stacking
positions on its own. And if a problem does arise, the handling system has a practical alarm system
and diagnostics. Conditions such
as line breaks or drive errors are
determined automatically.
These smart functions make the
complete package a simple solution for the fast integration into
various types of machines and a
perfect one for integrated industry.
The package covers everything,
from the motor to the visualization. Taking all user groups into
consideration already during the
development made this into an
intuitive system with automatic
diagnostic and control functions,
which saves time and money during the start-up, operation and
servicing.

The integrated palletizing function
is especially convenient. For each
type of pallet, only the start position and then the screening and

The sequence editor is the tool for editing each sequence

The manual mode enables the user to move to positions within a three-

individually.

dimensional space. A function particularly useful when service needed.
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THE AGONY OF CHOICE
Once upon a time there was a factory owner who manufactured metal parts for beautiful new cars
in mechanical presses. And as the factory owner knew what he was doing, more and more car
manufacturers want to buy body parts from him. Suddenly, the hardworking man had a problem.
He had to come to a difficult decision.
If he continued operating his presses as usually, he could not satisfy the huge demand. However, if
he sped up the presses, he could produce more parts. He could satisfy all of this customers and make
more money. Unfortunately, the good quality of his products was suddenly compromised at the high
speed. This change upset the customers. At the end, the factory owner had less orders than ever
before. None of this would have happened if he would have used servo presses.
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SUCCESSFUL WITH SERVO DRIVES
Compared to other press types, presses with servo
drive have several significant advantages. They offer
high productivity with consistent high quality as well
as a particularly flexible travel profile. In other words,
the operator can accurately control speed, position,
and direction of the press ram at all times. The operator can thus simply adjust the oscillating speed during
pressing to maximum speed. Shortly before contacting the workpiece, the speed is decelerated so that
the optimum speed for the respective material is set
during plunging. He even has an additional option
to increase the press speed: the stroke height can be
adjusted as well. In this case, the drive is simply not
operated with complete revolutions. It changes its
direction of rotation continuously instead. Thus, every
stroke is adjusted as short as possible. This automatically increases the number of strokes per minute.
These options lead to shortened cycle times and thus
to productivity increases of up to 100 % without
additional wear. Furthermore, the path to higher product variance is prepared.
The servo press technology also enables completely
new production processes. The user-programmable
motion profile also allows machining of materials in
servo presses that require a holding time in the lower
pressing point, e.g., for material heating. This opens
up completely new possibilities in the area of press
processes.

BAUMÜLLER REALIZES PRESSES WITH A PRESSING
FORCE OF UP TP 2500 TONS. THE COMPLETE
SYSTEMS FOR SERVO PRESSES COMPRISE:
DST high-torque motors:
• Robust
• Dynamic
• Different shaft options
• Different flange options
• Double-winding possible
• uitable cooling options

Converters b maXX 4000 and b maXX 5000:
• Peak load devices
• Suitable for load distribution
• Energy recovery capable

Control and visualization:
• User-friendly
• Clear
• Web-capable

Software:
• Technology library for the calculation of
energy-efficient press profiles
• Library with predefined curves
• Simulation tools for optimum drive design

www.baumueller.com
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THE MOSQUITO AND THE
ELEPHANT – NETWORKED
SENSOR MONITORING
One is tiny and inconspicuous while the other is frighteningly large and loud. A similarly unequal
pair are the huge generator in a gas-fired power plant near the French border and the small sensor
that will now monitor the generator’s function.
This power plant contains more than a dozen systems,
each with an output of over 3 megawatts. The generators are powered by huge combustion engines with
20 pistons while they create the electricity that consumers tap for their washing machines, lights or TVs.
Supply security is the highest priority. That is why the
Baumüller repair facility has equipped the generators
with tiny vibration sensors. The small sensor sits on
the enormous generator like a mosquito, but its effect
is huge: It reduces failures, prevents idle time and recognizes possibilities for improvement. All this is performed by the little sensor that monitors the vibrations in the system and then uses a server to send the
data to the operator or directly to the service provider
Baumüller Reparaturwerk.

NETWORKED SENSORS
In these kinds of condition-monitoring solutions,
vibration sensors that are attached to the machine
monitor the vibrations in the plant system. This monitoring system makes it possible to recognize machine
errors, such as imbalance, drive errors or damage to
the roller bearings at an early stage and thus reduce
idle time.
This solution can be retrofitted in existing machines
and systems, as was the case in the power station generators, or it can be planned directly during the project
development stage. As an experienced maintenance
service provider, the Baumüller repair facility offers
qualified consultations from the start. The Baumüller
repair facility also handles the installation and startup, especially in the case of retrofitted systems.

The operator can decide between three strategies for the
maintenance of the machines and facilities. Failureoriented maintenance, which only “puts out fires”
when there is an actual machine failure, can result
in high expenses due to long downtime and potential secondary damages. Preventive monitoring, which
involves the inspection and potential replacement
of such parts as bearings according to the expected
lifespan, is unable to catch any damages that occur
outside of these intervals. Furthermore, this version probably leads to a higher consumption of spare
parts and thus a higher expenditure than is really
necessary. Status-oriented monitoring is therefore
expedient for maintenance-intensive machines and
systems.
Sensor-based vibration control with support and monitoring by the maintenance service provider is the
most reliable solution, and the one which results in
the least expenditures by the system operator.
The installation of the sensor on the power station generator
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Using a separately installed server, the data are transmitted directly

chine operator. It is often advisable for the maintenance service provider to perform remote monitoring. Then the sensors are equipped with a router
that sends the data directly to the service center. “The
operator won’t have any safety concerns here,” says
Patrick Zander, in charge of condition monitoring at
the Baumüller repair facility. “The networking of the
sensors is performed completely self-sufficiently by
the operator’s company network.” Only legible performance data enter into the network via the sensor
router. This ensures a complete separation between
control data and status data. As the service provider,
the repair facility therefore does not interfere with the
customer’s company network; it exclusively collects
the data required to monitor the machine. Thus the
operator’s know-how is protected.

from the sensor without connecting to the company network

USING EXPERIENCES
The cooperation throughout the system runtime is
particularly important. For long-term monitoring, the
machine operator can select self-determined monitoring. In that case, the sensor can transmit the data
directly to the control unit or station, or to a service
center operated by the machine manufacturer or ma-

The transmitted data are analyzed by the vibration
specialists of the Baumüller repair facility. In case
anything stands out, they inform the customer and
immediately provide recommendations for actions.

The small sensor successfully monitors the huge generators
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THE FACTORY OF THE FUTURE
Nürmont relocates Festo’s headquarters
The headquarters of the control and automation expert Festo in Esslingen am Neckar with its production
area of approx.30,000 square meters has become
too small. It was decided to not only build a completely
new plant a few kilometers away in Scharnhausen, but
to also create the most advanced technology factory of
the company. Festo built in Ostfildern-Scharnhausen a
“factory of the future.”
In NÜRMONT Festo found a reliable partner for this relocation. The subsidiary of the Baumüller Group has
30 years of cross-industry, international experience
in new assembly and relocation of machinery and
systems as well as complete plants. Besides logistics,
special part production, pipeline construction, dismantling and reassembly as well as electrical installation, this also includes commissioning support and
the subsequent installation service.
An average of 15 NÜRMONT installers worked at Festo
for more than a year, until the relocation was completed in autumn of 2015. During full production, the
approx. 100 partly high-precision and several tons
heavy production systems were disassembled electrically and mechanically and reassembled again. “Such
relocations with as little production downtime as
possible are not uncommon,” says Klaus Preißer,
General Manager at NÜRMONT, “despite many years of

Human-robot cooperation in the factory of the future of Festo

experience, such projects are always a highly interesting challenge that requires exact planning.”
Thanks to the outstanding collaboration between
the Nuremberg system service provider NÜRMONT and
Festo, the relocation is following the timing schedule.
Based on the experiences of the NÜRMONT installers
used, work was completed faster than originally
planned in many cases. All systems relocated by
NÜRMONT were started up to full production capacity
within the shortest time.
The NÜRMONT installers appreciated the compliments
from the project manager level at Festo for their fast
and high-quality service: “We are completely satisfied with NÜRMONT. The entire project completion was
flexible, reliable, and technically flawless. We are
looking forward to work again with NÜRMONT in the
future,” says Markus Bellenberg, project manager
at Festo.

The high-precision machines for machining in the new Festo factory
were dismantled and reassembled in line with the timing schedule
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COMPACT AND INDIVIDUAL
CONTROL
With the new multi-axis controller, Baumüller offers a compact and customizable alternative
to the modular system

With the new multi-axis controller b maXX 5800,
Baumüller provides a compact solution for controlling
up to six drive axes, e.g., for robot and handling
applications. The new controller can be configured
individually and fully flexibly. This means that the
user can freely combine axis powers in the controller. He can also integrate the exactly right axis power for every single axis. The result is a device that
meets the requirements of his application perfectly.
As part of the b maXX 5000 family, the b maXX 5800
is fully compatible with the modular systems made by
Baumüller. An alternative can be offered for applications, where compactness is key.
The combination of six independently controllable
axes into one controller enables significantly faster
communication in the system than with separate axis
units. Dead times due to field bus communication are
omitted. For example, gantry axes can be calculated
within one CPU. The combination also reduces wiring
costs, as one field bus connection only is required for
all axes.
The b maXX 5800 can be adjusted to individual safety requirements using optional safety modules. It can
be operated with the Baumüller hand-held operating
device without additional PC.

The b maXX 5800 comprises up to six axes independently from
one another
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STRONG, FAST, AND FLEXIBLE
b maXX PCC04 – the new industrial PC made by Baumüller
With the new generation of b maXX PCC04 box PCs,
Baumüller offers with immediate effect a scalable and
versatile platform that offers a large number of interfaces, can be expanded flexibly, and thus enables a
modular and scalable machine design.

CLUSTER-CAPABLE INDUSTRIAL PC WITH INTEGRATED
ETHERCAT MASTER
The b maXX PCC04 is equipped by default with a serial
interface, a video output, a card slot, and USB 2.0 as
well as USB 3.0 ports. Thanks to an integrated EtherCAT
master and its expandability, the new industrial
PC can be either used as master or control center
computer or integrated as slave in existing, Ethernetbased systems. Beyond that, Baumüller’s b maXX PCC04
offers all preconditions for the integration of simulations for control engineering and thus, highest
flexibility.

The user can select between four different CPUs that
all distinguish themselves by high energy efficiency:
from Atom DualCore to QuadCore to Intel Core i3 and i5.
Based on the separate cores for Windows and the
real-time operating system, the availability of the
b maXX PCC04 is particularly high. The user has a reliable and efficient system available. Baumüller also
provides the user with 4 GB RAM and 16 GB internal
memory as standard.
As most powerful solution, the b maXX PCC04 is
leading the product portfolio of Baumüller control units. Applications can be realized as usual with
technology libraries. The PCC is compatible with the
entire Baumüller portfolio.

With the b maXX PCC04, Baumüller offers a powerful box PC with integrated EtherCAT master, which can be used flexibly. Thanks to high
availability and energy efficiency, it presents a cost-effective solution
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RESILIENT,
COMPACT,
DYNAMIC
Baumüller presents a new ejector drive for
plastics processing machines

With a new version of the three phase current synchronous motor DSC, Baumüller offers a compact and
quick-accelerating drive. This DSC 135 derivative was
designed with particular attention to the plastics industry and here as ejector drive. For this reason, the
motor features a special mount for axial process force
compensation in addition to a compact design and
high dynamics. Manufacturers of plastics processing
machines also benefit from a special mechanical interface for spindle connection and the high overload
capability of the motor. The DSC 135 offers a maximum
torque of up to approx. 560 Nm, a nominal torque
of up to approx. 280 Nm, and a speed range of up to
approx. 2,000 rpm. The drive can be operated with
a multiturn encoder. Other encoder variants are also
possible as options. For maximum power density,
the motors are also available with integrated water
cooling.

The new ejector drive is a derivative of the DSC 135 and scores with high dynamics and overload capability
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BAUMÜLLER
WITH A NEW
OUTFIT
Just in time for spring, Baumüller’s website
presents the company in a fresh online outfit.
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Modern, informative, clear: That is how Baumüller
shows everything it has to offer, from service to drive
systems. Users can find current information about the
company as well as the products and know-how of
the entire Baumüller Group at the familiar address
www.baumueller.de. The development of the new
web presentation focused on user-friendliness.
Whether it is accessed on a computer, tablet or smartphone, the navigation is fast and intuitive, even on
the go.
Find out about the various offers by the Baumüller
Group with just one click:

Company

HEADQUARTERS
ON WHEELS

Workshop, office and, if necessary, even a bedroom.
That is the Nürmont truck. This 4-axle vehicle lets the
NÜRMONT technicians always be right on the spot and
carry all they need for pipe construction. The entire
equipment for the fluid and air-pressure controlled
system technology fits into the truck, which the experts can bring along to the construction site. The
truck also contains a small workspace and one person
can even sleep in it.
With this truck, Nürmont is always there whenever it is
needed.
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THREE QUESTIONS
To Brad Fowler, the Managing Director of the
U.S.-based Baumueller-Nuermont Corp.(BNC)

ALASKA (USA)

CANADA
The Baumueller-Nuermont Corp. has six
locations in three countries.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MEXICO

ProMotion: The headquarters of Baumueller-Nuermont
Corp. are in Norcross, Georgia. How large is this city
and what is it known for in the United States?
Fowler: Norcross itself is just a small city, but it is part
of Atlanta, which has a considerable size as the capital
of Georgia. Atlanta is mainly known as the city where Martin Luther King Jr. was born and for the headquarters of The Coca-Cola Company.
ProMotion: How does the Baumueller-Nuermont Corp.
support its customers? What is Baumüller known for in
the United States?
Fowler: The BNC represents the entire Baumüller line,
which means comprehensive support for the entire
lifecycle of machines and systems. Baumüller is known
for satisfying all of its customers’ needs with its drive
and automation systems. We have also made a name
for ourselves with the service and repair of components and we stand for a successful relocation of in-
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dustrial facilities. With this offer, we are a partner in
various industries, from project planning to service.
Not just the machine manufacturers but also the end
consumers are our direct customers in this process.
ProMotion: What are the important milestones of BNC
for the following months?
Fowler: We will visit three trade shows in the next
months: the SPE Thermoforming Conference in September, the Work Boat Show in December and the
Electric and Hybrid Boat Show in January. We also will
expand our new site in Toronto with component sales
and service/repairs and our branch in Mexico, where
we primarily want to further advance the service area
with repairs, relocation and assembling alongside
the business with machine builders.
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